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After rumors about the supposed merger between SpyEye and ZeuS, and the public release
of the source of the latter, it was logical that the range of possibilities opened up even more
for new cybercriminals into the ecosystem of crimeware.

Consistent with this, it was only a matter of time for the emergence of new packages based
on ZeuS crimeware, which is now realized. Ice IX Botnet is the first new generation of web
applications developed to manage centralized botnets through the HTTP protocol based on
leaked ZeuS source code.
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The crimeware of this style is designed to steal banking information. So, it is very clear that
we must focus attention on these threats and take into account that this “modified version of
ZeuS” has been In-the-Wild since the beginning of year. The following picture is evidence
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) data theft by this browser hooking malware:

The latest version of Ice IX Botnet is 1.0.5, and it is selling for a very competitive $1800 in
the underground markets.

It is clear that from now on, more new crimeware will be based on ZeuS code. New
developers, hoping to profit from cybercrime, will attempt to create their own new alternatives
based on this source.

At Kaspersky Lab, we investigate the impact of not only this particular threat but also new
emerging crimeware. We work to keep you informed!
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Jumcar. From Peru with a focus on Latin America [First part]

AlbaBotnet, another new crime wave in Latin American cyberspace
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Reports

APT trends report Q1 2022

This is our latest summary of advanced persistent threat (APT) activity, focusing on events
that we observed during Q1 2022.

Lazarus Trojanized DeFi app for delivering malware

We recently discovered a Trojanized DeFi application that was compiled in November 2021.
This application contains a legitimate program called DeFi Wallet that saves and manages a
cryptocurrency wallet, but also implants a full-featured backdoor.

MoonBounce: the dark side of UEFI firmware

At the end of 2021, we inspected UEFI firmware that was tampered with to embed a
malicious code we dub MoonBounce. In this report we describe how the MoonBounce
implant works and how it is connected to APT41.

The BlueNoroff cryptocurrency hunt is still on
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It appears that BlueNoroff shifted focus from hitting banks and SWIFT-connected servers to
solely cryptocurrency businesses as the main source of the group’s illegal income.
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